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The discovery of magnetism in two-dimensional (2D) van der Waals (vdW) materials1–4 has12

flourished a new endeavour of fundamental problems in magnetism as well as potential appli-13

cations in computing, sensing and storage technologies5–10. Of particular interest are antifer-14

romagnets 11, 12, which due to their intrinsic antiferromagnetic exchange coupling show sev-15

eral advantages in relation to ferromagnets such as robustness against external magnetic per-16

turbations. This property is one of the cornerstones of antiferromagnets13 and implies that in-17

formation stored in antiferromagnetic domains is invisible to applied magnetic fields prevent-18

ing it from being erased or manipulated. Here we show that, despite this fundamental under-19

standing, the magnetic domains of recently discovered 2D vdW MnPS3 antiferromagnet14, 15
20
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can be controlled via external magnetic fields and electric currents. We realize ultrafast21

domain-wall dynamics with velocities up to ∼1500 m s−1 and ∼3000 m s−1 respectively to22

a broad range of field magnitudes (0.0001−22 T) and current densities (108 −1010 A cm−2).23

Both domain wall dynamics are determined by the edge terminations which generated un-24

compensated spins following the underlying symmetry of the honeycomb structure. We find25

that edge atoms belonging to different magnetic sublattices function as geometrical constric-26

tions preventing the displacement of the wall, whereas having atoms of the same sublattice27

at both edges of the material allows for the field-driven domain wall motion which is only28

limited by the spin-flop transition of the antiferromagnet beyond 25 T. Conversely, electric29

currents can induce motion of domain walls in most of the edges except those where the two30

sublattices are present at the borders (e.g. armchair edges). Furthermore, the orientation of31

the layer relative to the current flow provides an additional degree of freedom for controlling32

and manipulating magnetic domains in MnPS3. Our results indicate that the implementation33

of 2D vdW antiferromagnets in real applications requires the engineering of the layer edges34

which enables an unprecedented functional feature in ultrathin device platforms.35

The emergence of magnetism in 2D vdW materials has opened exciting new avenues in the36

exploration of spin-based applications at the ultimate level of few-atom-thick layers. Remark-37

able properties including giant tunnelling magnetoresistance4, 16, 17 and layer stacking dependent38

magnetic phase18, 19 have recently been demonstrated. Even though these studies show that rich39

physical phenomena can be observed in 2D ferromagnets, the dynamics of domain walls which40
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determine whether such compounds can be effectively implemented in real life device platforms41

remains elusive. Very few reports have shed some light on the intriguing behaviour of magnetic42

domains20, 21 and their walls22 in ferromagnetic layered materials. The scenario is even less clear43

for 2D antiferromagnets where the antiferromagnetic exchange coupling between spins adds a level44

of complexity in terms of the manipulation of the magnetic moments by conventional techniques45

as zero net magnetization is obtained13. Indeed, recent measurements using tunnelling magnetore-46

sistance, a common approach for ferromagnetic materials, unveiled that antiferromagnetic corre-47

lations persist down to the level of individual monolayers of MnPS3
23. This result suggests that48

yet unexplored ingredients at low dimensionality play an important role in the detection and ma-49

nipulation of the antiferromagnetic order in 2D vdW compounds. Moreover, how domain walls in50

MnPS3 behave and can be controlled externally in functional devices for practical applications are51

still open questions.52

Here we show that electrical currents and, unexpectedly, magnetic fields can move domain53

walls in monolayer MnPS3 at low-temperatures achieving fast velocities within the km s−1 limit.54

While bulk antiferromagnetic compounds are insensitive to magnetic fields, the interplay between55

low-dimensionality and edge-type offers control over domain wall dynamics via an initially un-56

thinkable external parameter. In configurations where the layer terminates with either a zigzag57

array of Mn atoms or dangling-bonds, the domain walls are controllable via both currents and58

magnetic fields at a broad range of magnitudes. For configurations where the edge atoms assume59

an armchair configuration, the domain wall appears pinned and no motion is observed irrespective60

of the field intensity or current density applied. Our results indicate a rich variety of possibilities61
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depending on the edge roughness and introduces the layer termination as one of the determinant62

factors for integration of 2D antiferromagnets in novel domain-wall based applications.63

We firstly investigate how magnetic domains are formed in monolayer MnPS3 through sim-64

ulating the zero-field cooling process for a large square flake of 0.3 µm × 0.3 µm using atomistic65

spin dynamics which incorporate atomistic (several Å’s) and micromagnetic (µm-level) underlying66

details (see full set of details in Supplementary Notes 1−6). The system is thermally equilibrated67

above the Curie temperature at 80 K and then linearly cooled to 0 K in a simulated time of 4.068

ns as shown in Figure 1 and Supplementary Movies S1-S2. The time evolution of the easy-axis69

component of the magnetization Sz is used to display the nucleation of the magnetic domains at70

different temperatures and magnetic fields. While domain walls appeared at zero field with a large71

extension over the simulation area (Fig. 1a-e), an external field can flush out any domains resulting72

in a homogeneous magnetization after 2 ns (Fig. 1f-j). We also observed that some simulations at73

zero field ended up in the formation of a monodomain throughout the surface. This suggests that74

antiferromagnetic domains are not intrinsically stable in MnPS3 similarly as in ferromagnetic lay-75

ered materials, e.g. CrI3
22. Indeed, the metastability of the domains prevents the wall profiles from76

reaching a truly ground-state configuration as they initially appears winded with several nodes at77

0 K (Fig. 1d), but incidentally evolved to an unwound state (Fig. 1e). A close look reveals a78

continuous rotation of the spins over the extension of the wall pushing the nodes out of the domain79

wall profile (Supplementary Figure S10 and Supplementary Movie S3). Such interactions between80

nodes can extend as long as ∼95 nm along the wall which is more that two order of magnitudes81

larger than the thickness (0.8 nm14) of the monolayer MnPS3. At longer times, the domain wall82
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reaches stability and does not show any sudden variations on the spin configurations.83

To determine whether the interplay between metastability and the high magnetic anisotropy84

of MnPS3 could give additional features to the domain walls, we analyse the local behaviour of the85

spins in the domain wall (Figure 2). We notice that as the spins rotate from one magnetic domain86

to another they tend to align with the zig-zag crystallographic direction displaying an angle of87

φ = 64.02o (Fig. 2a-b). The projections of the total magnetization at the wall over the out-of-88

plane (Sz) and in-plane (Sx, Sy) components show sizeable magnitudes of Sy and Sx as the spins89

transition from one domain to another despite the easy-axis anisotropy along of Sz (Fig. 2c-d).90

This indicates a domain wall of hybrid characteristics rather than one of Bloch and Néel type91

(Fig. 2e-f). We can extract the domain wall width σx,y,z by fitting the different components of the92

magnetization (Sx, Sy, Sz) to standard equations24 of the form:93

S j =
1

cosh(π( j− j0)/σ j)
, with j = x,y (1)

Sz = tanh(π(z− z0)/σz) (2)

where j0 and z0 are the domain wall positions at in-plane and out-of-plane coordinates, respec-94

tively. The domain wall widths are within the range of σx,y,z = 3.40−3.50 nm. Such small widths95

are commonly observed in permanent magnetic materials24 due to their exceptionally high mag-96

netic anisotropy such as Nd2Fe14B (3.9 nm), SmCo5 (2.6 nm), CoPt (4.5 nm) and Mn overlayers97

on Fe(001) (4.55 nm)25. In these systems, magnetic domains are energetically stable after zero-98

field cooling due to long range dipole interactions which were also checked in our study resulting99

in no modifications of the results. Therefore, MnPS3 reunites characteristics from soft-magnets100
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(large area uniform magnetization) and hard-magnets (large magnetic anisotropy, narrow domain101

walls) within the same material.102

An outstanding question raised by these hybrid features is whether the domain walls can103

be manipulated by electric currents and magnetic fields. It is well known that antiferromagnets104

are insensitive to external magnetic fields but are rather controllable through currents particularly105

in high-anisotropy materials13, 26. However, the low dimensionality together with the underlying106

symmetry of the honeycomb structure may lead to novel features on the dynamics of domain107

walls not yet observed in bulk antiferromagnets. To investigate this we simulate the spin-transfer108

torque induced by spin-polarized currents and the effect of magnetic fields on a large nano-flake of109

monolayer MnPS3 of dimensions of 300 nm×50 nm (see Supplementary Note 9 for details). The110

domain wall is initially stabilized from one-atom-thick wall which broadens and develops a profile111

during the thermalization over a simulation time of 0.5 ns. The system is then allowed to evolve112

for longer times (∼ 2 ns) to ensure that no changes are observed in the system close to the end of113

the dynamics.114

Surprisingly, both electric currents and magnetic fields are able to induce the motion of

domain walls in the antiferromagnetic MnPS3 resulting in a broad range of velocities (Figure

3). For current-induced domain wall motion, wall velocities up to v =3000 m s−1 are seen at a

maximum current density of j = 80× 109 A cm−2 (Fig. 3a-b). At such large values of j, we

observe primarily two regimes that are characterized by different dependences of v with j. For

j ≤ 30× 109 A cm−2 (Fig. 3b) a linear dependence is noticed which can be described by a one-
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dimensional model (Supplementary Note 10) as:

v =Cc j (3)

where Cc =
µBσ

2αemstz
θSH , with µb the Bohr magneton, σ the domain wall width, θSH the spin Hall

angle, α the Gilbert damping parameter, e the electron charge, ms the modulus of the magnetization

per lattice, and tz the layer thickness. Eq.3 is consistent with adiabatic spin-transfer mechanisms in

thin antiferromagnets13, 26, 27 where the conduction electrons from the current transfer angular mo-

mentum to the spins of the wall which keeps its coherence through a steady motion (Fig. 3a and

Supplementary Movie S4). The value of Cc = 67.11×10−13 m3C−1 extracted from our simulation

data helps to find other parameters not easily accessible in experiments or from theory, e.g. θSH .

The magnitude of θSH determines the conversion efficiency between charge and spin currents, and

it is the figure of merit of any spintronic application. Using the definition of Cc (Supplementary

Note 10), we can estimate θSH(%) = 0.010 which is comparable to standard heterostructures and

antiferromagnets13 but at a much thinner limit. This suggests MnPS3 as a potential layered com-

pound for power-efficient device platforms. For j ≥ 40× 109 A cm−2 the wall velocities tend to

saturate to a maximum magnitude near 3000 m s−1 (Fig. 3b) with a deviation from the linear

dependence observed previously (Eq. 3). This intriguing behaviour can be understood in terms of

the relativistic kinematics of antiferromagnets13, 28. As the wall velocities approach the maximum

group velocities (vg1, vg2), which sets the maximum speed for spin interactions into the system,

relativistic effects in terms of the Lorenz invariance become more predominant. This is due to

the finite inertial mass of the antiferromagnetic domain wall which can be decomposed into spin-

waves represented through relativistic wave equations27–29. We can extend this idea further in a
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2D vdW antiferromagnet by examining the variations of several quantities via special relativity

concepts. For instance, the variation of the wall velocities versus current densities can be well

analysed using:

v =Cc j

√

1− (v/vg2)2 (4)

where vg2 is the maximum spin-wave group velocity at one of the branches of the magnon dis-115

persion (Supplementary Note 12). Eq.4 includes quasi-relativistic corrections27, 29 to the linear116

dependence recorded at low values of the density (Eq. 3) and can be solved self-consistently in117

v for each magnitude of j. Strikingly, Eq.4 provides an accurate description of the wall velocity118

not only at low magnitudes of the density, where relativistic effects are rather small, but also for119

j ≥ 40× 109 A cm−2. At such limit, the domain wall width σ and the domain wall mass MDW also120

shrinks and expands, respectively, exhibiting effects similar to the Lorentz contraction (Fig. 3d-e).121

These phenomena can be reasoned by (see Supplementary Note 10 for details):122

σ = σo

√

1− (v/vg2)2 (5)

MDW =
2ρwtzπ

σo

√

1− (v/vg2)2
(6)

where σo is domain wall width at low-velocities (∼3.41 nm), ρ = 1
J1NNγ2 (with J1NN the exchange123

parameter for the first nearest-neighbours and γ the gyromagnetic ratio), w is the width of the stripe124

of the material, and tz is the layer thickness. There is a sound agreement between the simulation125

data (Fig. 3d-e) and Eqs. 5−6 over a wide range of velocities with minor deviations occurring126

above 2500 m s−1 due to non-linear spin excitations. We found that at such large wall velocities,127

spin waves or magnons are emitted throughout the layer with frequencies in the terahertz regime128

(Fig. 3f-g). These excitations can be found in the wake of the wall forming simultaneously in front129
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and behind the wall motion (see Supplementary Movie S5). Analysing the variations of Sz over130

time at different j (Supplementary Figure S12), we noticed that high currents generated precession131

of the spins around the easy-axis with their high in-plane projections (Sx, Sy) being transmitted132

through spin-waves into the system (Fig. 3f-g). This is critical at large values of j where the133

variation of the position of the domain wall with time results in two velocities before and after the134

magnons start being excited (Supplementary Figure S12). This behaviour is particularly turbulent135

at longer times as the wall profile can not be defined any more with the appearance of several136

vortex, antivortex and spin textures at both edges of the layer and inside the flake (Supplementary137

Movie S6).138

To have a deeper understanding of the characteristics of spin excitations on the domain wall139

dynamics in MnPS3, we have developed an analytical model using linear spin-wave theory30, 31
140

that accounts on the magnon dispersion ε(k) and their group velocities vg(k) =
∂ε(k)

∂k
over the141

entire Brillouin zone. Supplementary Note 12 provides a full description of the details involved.142

The maximum spin-wave group velocities (vg1, vg2) that MnPS3 can sustain at different magnon143

branches (Supplementary Figure S13) are in the range from vg1 = 2323 m s−1 to vg2 = 3421 m144

s−1 (Fig. 3b). These magnitudes correspond to the highest velocities at which spin excitations can145

propagate in the system and put the lower (vg1) and upper limits (vg2) where magnons participate146

in the domain-wall dynamics. Indeed, there is a good agreement with the numerically calculated147

wall-velocities where the spin-waves start being emitted into the sheet (∼2248 m s−1), and the148

wall saturates to its maximum speed (∼2970 m s−1). The slightly lower values obtained in the149

simulations relative to vg1 and vg2 are due to the effect of damping on the propagation of domain150
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walls due to the emission of spin-waves. A similar feature has been observed in the past in 3D151

ferromagnetic32, 33 and antiferromagnetic27, 34 compounds but the emergence of such phenomena152

in a 2D vdW antiferromagnet is unprecedented. Additionally, we can estimate a maximum wave153

frequency ( fmax = h̄ε/2π) corresponding to vg2 of about 4.03 THz. This value surpasses those154

measured in the state-of-the-art antiferromagnetic materials such as in MnO35, NiO36, 37, DyFeO3
38,155

HoFeO3
39 and heterostructures combining MnF2 and platinum40 by several times. This implies that156

antiferromagnetic domain walls in MnPS3 can be used as a terahertz source of electric signal at the157

ultimate limit of a few atoms thick layer.158

Remarkably, the application of a magnetic field results in a very counter-intuitive behaviour

as the domain wall moves with velocities as high as ∼1500 m s−1 (Fig. 3h-j and Supplementary

Note 13 for additional discussions). We can fit most of the field-induced domain wall dynamics

for B ≤ 20 T with:

v = 86.28 B (7)

with a linear regression coefficient of R2 = 9996. The motion is steady, keeping the wall shape159

throughout the motion. We observe however that both the domain wall width and the domain wall160

mass change their magnitudes in opposite trend as that observed in the current-driven domain wall161

dynamics (Supplementary Figure S15). We attribute this difference to the distinct operation of the162

external stimulus on the domain wall. In the current driven case, the action is tightly focused at the163

centre of the wall, where the angular change in neighbouring spins is the largest. For large currents164

the wall is not able to relax fully leading to relativistic contraction in the wall width. In contrast,165

the magnetic field acts across the whole wall and tends to strengthen the spin flop (SF) state, which166
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in turn leads to an increase in the domain wall width with increasing field strength (Supplementary167

Figure S15a). This effect is sufficient to counteract the relativistic effect (which is also present)168

and leads to a net decrease of the domain wall mass (Supplementary Figure S15b). Wider domain169

walls naturally have lower mass as they are easier to move until SF states are achieved for fields170

above 22 T. In addition, some curvature is formed as the wall moves with its starting points from171

the terminations of the sheet parallel to the wall movement (Fig. 3a, h and Supplementary Movie172

7). The spins around one edge move in advance relative to those at the middle of the system and173

at the opposite edge creating a curved wall during the motion (see detailed features in Supplemen-174

tary Movie 8). Such deviation from the planar wall shape has been reported in hetero-interfaces175

formed by NiFe/FeMn bilayers41 but not yet in a monolayer of a 2D vdW antiferromagnet. This176

indicates a direct relation between domain-wall motion and the material geometry via edge rough-177

ness similarly as in magnetic wires42. A close look unveils that the type of edge plays a pivotal178

role in the domain wall dynamics induced by both magnetic fields and electric currents. Sheets179

terminated with edge atoms in zig-zag (ZZ) and dangling-bond (DB) configurations (Fig. 3h) in180

any combination (e.g. ZZ-ZZ, ZZ-DB, DB-DB) are susceptible to be manipulated by currents.181

Nevertheless, only domain wall in layers with dissimilar edges (e.g. ZZ-DB) can be controlled182

by magnetic fields. Borders formed by atoms in the armchair (ARM) configuration remain inert183

irrespective of the stimulus applied (Supplementary Figure S16). Intriguingly, ARM edges under184

applied currents show a short displacement of the domain wall at earlier stages of the dynamics185

(∼0.07 ns) but rapidly stabilizes to a constant position at longer times. As the current flows through186

the wall, the spins feel the torque induced by the spin-polarized electrons but rather than reorient187
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the spins to follow the current direction, the spins at the wall precess around the easy-axis with no188

motion of the domain-wall. This mechanism is shown in details in Supplementary Movies S9-S10.189

The ARM edge in this case works as an effective pinning barrier for domain-wall propagation.190

The control of the domain-wall motion in an antiferromagnetic material via magnetic fields

opens a new ground in the investigation of the role of edges on 2D magnetic materials. The fun-

damental ingredient that enables such phenomena is based on the underlying magnetic sublattices

(e.g. A or B) composing the honeycomb structure (Fig. 4a-c). Despite the border considered, for

edge atoms residing at different sublattices the magnetic field induces a torque at each sublattice

that mutually compensates each other generating no net displacement of the domain-wall (Sup-

plementary Movie S11). For edge atoms at the same sublattice the effect is additive inducing the

translation of the wall. Indeed, we can further confirm this mechanism analysing the spin interac-

tions present in the system on a basis of a generalized XXZ Heisenberg Hamiltonian in the form

of:

H =− ∑
〈i, j〉

Ji jSi ·S j − ∑
〈i, j〉

λi jS
z
i S

z
j −D∑

i

(Sz
i )

2 −µs ∑
i

Si ·Bi (8)

where Ji, j is the bilinear exchange interactions between spins Si and S j at sites i and j, λi j is the191

anisotropic exchange, D is the on-site magnetic anisotropy and Bi is the external magnetic field192

applied along the easy-axis (e.g. Bz). We only include bilinear exchange terms in Eq. 8 since193

biquadratic exchange interactions are negligible in MnPS3
43. We considered pair-wise interactions194

in 〈i, j〉 up to the third nearest neighbours (3NN) (Supplementary Table S1). All parameters are195

calculated using strongly correlated density functional theory based on Hubbard-U methods. Sup-196

plementary Notes 1−4 convey the full details of the approaches employed. Eq. 8 is then applied to197
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calculate the spin interactions into the system taking into account any angular variations θ of the198

spins induced by the field. We determine the stability of the system before and after the application199

of Bz distinguishing the atoms away from the domain wall from those at the wall (Fig. 4d). Such200

procedure is instrumental to unveil the influence of the edges on the energetics of the domain-wall201

dynamics as the atoms at these two spatial regions may respond differently to a magnetic perturba-202

tion. In fact, we found that spins that are distanced from the domain-wall (i.e. spin-up for θ = 0,203

and spin-down for θ = 180o) do not suffer any angular variation with Bz as the layer reached a204

new ground-state. Nevertheless, for spins at the domain-wall the new ground-state under a finite205

field (Bz 6= 0) is obtained at a value of θ different to that at Bz = 0 (Fig. 4d-f). This indicates that206

the wall spins tend to rotate under magnetic fields and the effect is particularly strong for atoms207

at the edges. The variations in energy −∆E show that when the two edges are similar (Fig. 4e)208

two different sublattices will be localized at the borders which will respond likewise generating209

similar variation of energies. As the atoms at the edges are more uncoordinated relative to those210

in the bulk of the system, they gain more energy from aligning with Bz which allows the spins to211

rotate more freely but in opposite direction compensating any displacement of the domain-wall.212

The scenario is completely different when the atoms at the edges belong to the same sublattice213

such as in a ZZ-DB layer (Fig. 4f). In this case, −∆E has a larger variation at the DB edge due214

to the lesser coordination with neighbouring atoms and consequently less exchange energy. This215

results in a more prompt rotation of the spins at the DB edge than that at the ZZ edge dragging216

the wall slightly ahead with the field (Supplementary Movie S8). Even though our analysis has217

been applied for MnPS3 it should be universal for any antiferromagnetic layered material with a218
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honeycomb lattice.219

One of the main implications for having uncompensated spins at the edges selectively con-220

trolling domain-wall motion in 2D vdW antiferromagnets is that depending how the layer is ori-221

ented in a device-platform we can have many possibilities to induce domain wall dynamics. By222

engineering the type of edges in MnPS3 we can either induce a fast domain-wall dynamics through223

both current and magnetic fields, or no motion whatsoever via geometrical constrictions. Our find-224

ings suggest that 2D layered antiferromagnets would not be invisible to common magnetic probes225

(e.g. tunnelling magneto-resistance23) which is normally problematic for materials that hold anti-226

ferromagnetic coupling between the spins within the layer. In this case the antiferromagnetic layer227

can play a more active role in magnetic structures rather than induce exchange bias in an adjacent228

ferromagnetic layer13. With the rapid integration of magnetic layered materials in applications229

and the discovery of more compounds with similar characteristics, our predictions will open novel230

grounds in the investigations of edge-mediated 2D antiferromagnetic spintronics231

Supplementary Materials232

Supplementary Notes 1−15, Supplementary Movies 1−13 and Supplementary Figures 1−16.233
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Figure captions371

Figure 1: Magnetic domain evolution of a 2D antiferromagnet. Snapshots of the dynamic spin configuration of

monolayer MnPS3 during field-cooling at different temperatures (K), time steps (ns) and different magnetic fields:

a-e, 0 T and f-j 0.2 T. The out-of-plane component of the magnetization Sz is used to follow the evolution in a 0.3

µm× 0.3 µm square flake. Labels on temperatures and time are the same for both magnitudes of the field at the same

column. Color scale in e shows the variation of Sz. To provide a better visualization of the domains we inverted the

colour scheme for the two sublattices. That is, spin up (spin down) corresponds to red (blue) for one of the sublattices,

and blue (red) for the other. This convention results in a single colour for a given domain. See Supplementary Note 8

for further details.

Figure 2: Hybrid domain wall formation and spin rotation. a-b, Local and global view, respectively, of a snapshot

of one of the spin configurations in a 300 nm × 50 nm ribbon of MnPS3. The small rectangle in b corresponds to area

studied in a. The out-of-plane component of the magnetization Sz(color map) is utilized to monitor the formation of the

domain wall. Spins rotated across the wall in pairs forming an angle φ with the zig-zag crystallographic direction of

the honeycomb lattice of 64.02o. The system is at zero magnetic field and 0 K. c-d, Profile of the magnetization along

the domain wall projected along Sz and the in-plane (Sx, Sy) components, respectively. Fitting curves are obtained

using Eqs. 1−2. We computed domain wall widths σz = 3.41 nm (±0.03) and σx,y = 3.50 nm (±0.06). e-f, Top and

side views, respectively, of the rotation of the magnetization along the domain wall. Both Sx and Sy show variations

along the wall altogether with Sz which indicate a hybrid character of the domain wall, i.e. neither Bloch nor Néel.

Colours follow the scale bar in b.
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Figure 3: Field- and current-induced domain wall dynamics in a 2D antiferromagnet a, Snapshots of the domain

wall dynamics in MnPS3 induced by electric currents j(109 A cm−2) and magnetic fields B(T). The initial domain

wall configuration ( j=0, B=0) is the same for both driving forces at t=0 ns (middle panel). The current-driven domain

wall motion is shown at different current densities (2× 108 − 5× 1010 A cm−2) but at the same time evolution of

0.5 ns (upper panels). For the field-induced domain wall motion (lower panels), two magnitudes at 2 T and 4 T are

shown. A 300 nm×50 nm flake is considered in all simulations. b, Simulated wall velocity v (m s−1) versus current

density j (109 A cm−2) (triangles) considering two fits to the data. In the low-velocity regime, Eq.3 is used to describe

the linear dependence (black curve). In the relativistic regime, Eq.4 provides an accurate description over the entire

range of densities. Maximum group velocities vg1 and vg2 are shown for comparison via horizontal dashed lines in the

coloured region. c, Variation of the out-of-plane component of the magnetization Sz across the domain wall with a

current density of 2 ×109 A cm−2 at t=0.0, 0.25, 0.5 ns. The calculated points are fitted to Eq.2 shown with the solid

line. The variation in position of the centre of the domain wall as a function of time is used to extract the wall velocity

which is an average over all atoms at the domain wall. d-e, Current-driven domain wall width σ (nm) and domain

wall mass MDW, respectively, versus v. Fits to Eq. 5 and Eq. 6 are included for comparison. f-g, In-plane components

of the magnetization Sx,y (a.u.) versus time (ps), respectively, for j = 2×109 A cm−2. Frequencies within the range

of 0.79−0.81 THz can be extracted from Sx,y shown via the solid curves in a full circle. h, Close look of the snapshot

of the field-induced domain wall motion at B=2.0 T in a. The presence of different edges (zigzag and dangling-bond)

terminating the layer along y induces a bending of the wall profile under the field and consequently a slight asymmetry

in the displacement of the wall. Only Mn atoms in the honeycomb lattice are shown. i, Wall velocity versus magnetic

field applied perpendicular to the surface. The dashed line is given by y = 86.28x with linear regression coefficient

R2 = 0.9996. j, Similar as c but at an applied field of 2.0 T. The initial condition shows that the spin directions of all

atoms at the same x (and any y) appear superimposed on top of each other, revealing a highly ordered system. As the

wall motion starts, atoms at the same x but different y no longer have the same spin direction, leading to a continuous

distribution of spins.
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Figure 4: Sublattice mediated domain-wall motion in a 2D anti-ferromagnet under magnetic fields. a, Schematic

of the intended wall motion taking place in opposite directions at different sublattices (i.e. A or B) under an external

field Bz. Only atoms at one sublattice (green or violet) are shown around each edge to facilitate the view. The rotation

of the spins over time at sublattices A (green) and B (violet) are represented with the arrows changing systematically

in the background. Only Mn atoms are shown. b-c, Monolayer MnPS3 terminated with both edges in zig-zag (ZZ)

configuration, and with a combination of ZZ and dangling-bond (DB) arrangements, respectively. The domain wall is

shown at the faint atoms in the middle of the layer. d, Diagram of the energy versus the angle θ defined relative to

the z-axis. Away from the domain wall, θ can be either 0o or 180o depending on what sublattice is considered. At the

wall, θ can range within 0−180o for one sublattice, and 180−0o for the other. Bz points along of z < 0. Spins at the

wall (0o < θ < 180o, which excludes fully spin-up and spin-down states) react differently than those away from the

wall (i.e., θ = 0 for spin-up or theta = 180o for spin down) to an external magnetic field. Only for those at the wall, a

finite Bz changes the energetic stability of the system inducing a rotation of the spins as the magnitude of θ changes

to a new energy minimum (e.g. θBz=0 6= θBz 6=0). ∆E shows the energy gained through a rotation to the new minimum

once the field is applied. For the spins away from the wall, Bz causes a rigid shift of the energy curve while preserving

its shape. This results in no change in the value of θ for the minimum energy, and thus, no rotation induced locally by

the magnetic field. The energy is calculated via Eq. 8. e-f, Plots of −∆E for few atoms at different regions of the layer

such as at the edges, near the edges and middle of the sheet for systems with ZZ-ZZ and ZZ-DB edges, respectively.

The different sublattices (A and B) are shown individually in different coloured curves. We plot −∆E instead of ∆E

to better display the variations of energy at different parts of the system. The inset in f shows a side view of the layer

with the dimensions considered in the model.
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Figures

Figure 1

Magnetic domain evolution of a 2D antiferromagnet. Snapshots of the dynamic spin con�guration of
monolayer MnPS3 during �eld-cooling at different temperatures (K), time steps (ns) and different
magnetic �elds: a-e, 0 T and f-j 0.2 T. The out-of-plane component of the magnetization Sz is used to
follow the evolution in a 0.3 µm× 0.3 µm square �ake. Labels on temperatures and time are the same for
both magnitudes of the �eld at the same column. Color scale in e shows the variation of Sz. To provide a
better visualization of the domains we inverted the colour scheme for the two sublattices. That is, spin up
(spin down) corresponds to red (blue) for one of the sublattices, and blue (red) for the other. This
convention results in a single colour for a given domain. See Supplementary Note 8 for further details.



Figure 2

Hybrid domain wall formation and spin rotation. a-b, Local and global view, respectively, of a snapshot of
one of the spin con�gurations in a 300 nm × 50 nm ribbon of MnPS3. The small rectangle in b
corresponds to area studied in a. The out-of-plane component of the magnetization Sz(color map) is
utilized to monitor the formation of the domain wall. Spins rotated across the wall in pairs forming an
angle φ with the zig-zag crystallographic direction of the honeycomb lattice of 64.02o. The system is at
zero magnetic �eld and 0 K. c-d, Pro�le of the magnetization along the domain wall projected along Sz
and the in-plane (Sx, Sy) components, respectively. Fitting curves are obtained using Eqs. 1−2. We
computed domain wall widths σz = 3.41 nm (±0.03) and σx,y = 3.50 nm (±0.06). e-f, Top and side views,
respectively, of the rotation of the magnetization along the domain wall. Both Sx and Sy show variations
along the wall altogether with Sz which indicate a hybrid character of the domain wall, i.e. neither Bloch
nor N´eel. Colours follow the scale bar in b.



Figure 3

Field- and current-induced domain wall dynamics in a 2D antiferromagnet a, Snapshots of the domain
wall dynamics in MnPS3 induced by electric currents j(109 A cm−2) and magnetic �elds B(T). The initial
domain wall con�guration ( j=0, B=0) is the same for both driving forces at t=0 ns (middle panel). The
current-driven domain wall motion is shown at different current densities (2 × 108 − 5 × 1010 A cm−2) but
at the same time evolution of 0.5 ns (upper panels). For the �eld-induced domain wall motion (lower
panels), two magnitudes at 2 T and 4 T are shown. A 300 nm×50 nm �ake is considered in all
simulations. b, Simulated wall velocity v (m s−1) versus current density j (109 A cm−2) (triangles)
considering two �ts to the data. In the low-velocity regime, Eq.3 is used to describe the linear dependence
(black curve). In the relativistic regime, Eq.4 provides an accurate description over the entire range of
densities. Maximum group velocities vg1 and vg2 are shown for comparison via horizontal dashed lines
in the coloured region. c, Variation of the out-of-plane component of the magnetization Sz across the
domain wall with a current density of 2 ×109 A cm−2 at t=0.0, 0.25, 0.5 ns. The calculated points are
�tted to Eq.2 shown with the solid line. The variation in position of the centre of the domain wall as a
function of time is used to extract the wall velocity which is an average over all atoms at the domain wall.



d-e, Current-driven domain wall width σ (nm) and domain wall mass MDW, respectively, versus v. Fits to
Eq. 5 and Eq. 6 are included for comparison. f-g, In-plane components of the magnetization Sx,y (a.u.)
versus time (ps), respectively, for j = 2 × 109 A cm−2. Frequencies within the range of 0.79−0.81 THz can
be extracted from Sx,y shown via the solid curves in a full circle. h, Close look of the snapshot of the �eld-
induced domain wall motion at B=2.0 T in a. The presence of different edges (zigzag and dangling-bond)
terminating the layer along y induces a bending of the wall pro�le under the �eld and consequently a
slight asymmetry in the displacement of the wall. Only Mn atoms in the honeycomb lattice are shown. i,
Wall velocity versus magnetic �eld applied perpendicular to the surface. The dashed line is given by y =
86.28x with linear regression coe�cient R2 = 0.9996. j, Similar as c but at an applied �eld of 2.0 T. The
initial condition shows that the spin directions of all atoms at the same x (and any y) appear
superimposed on top of each other, revealing a highly ordered system. As the wall motion starts, atoms at
the same x but different y no longer have the same spin direction, leading to a continuous distribution of
spins.

Figure 4

Sublattice mediated domain-wall motion in a 2D anti-ferromagnet under magnetic �elds. a, Schematic of
the intended wall motion taking place in opposite directions at different sublattices (i.e. A or B) under an
external �eld Bz. Only atoms at one sublattice (green or violet) are shown around each edge to facilitate
the view. The rotation of the spins over time at sublattices A (green) and B (violet) are represented with
the arrows changing systematically in the background. Only Mn atoms are shown. b-c, Monolayer MnPS3
terminated with both edges in zig-zag (ZZ) con�guration, and with a combination of ZZ and dangling-
bond (DB) arrangements, respectively. The domain wall is shown at the faint atoms in the middle of the
layer. d, Diagram of the energy versus the angle θ de�ned relative to the z-axis. Away from the domain



wall, θ can be either 0o or 180o depending on what sublattice is considered. At the wall, θ can range
within 0 − 180o for one sublattice, and 180 − 0o for the other. Bz points along of z < 0. Spins at the wall
(0o < θ < 180o, which excludes fully spin-up and spin-down states) react differently than those away from
the wall (i.e., θ = 0 for spin-up or theta = 180o for spin down) to an external magnetic �eld. Only for those
at the wall, a �nite Bz changes the energetic stability of the system inducing a rotation of the spins as the
magnitude of θ changes to a new energy minimum (e.g. θBz=0 = θBz=0). ∆E shows the energy gained
through a rotation to the new minimum once the �eld is applied. For the spins away from the wall, Bz
causes a rigid shift of the energy curve while preserving its shape. This results in no change in the value
of θ for the minimum energy, and thus, no rotation induced locally by the magnetic �eld. The energy is
calculated via Eq. 8. e-f, Plots of −∆E for few atoms at different regions of the layer such as at the edges,
near the edges and middle of the sheet for systems with ZZ-ZZ and ZZ-DB edges, respectively. The
different sublattices (A and B) are shown individually in different coloured curves. We plot −∆E instead of
∆E to better display the variations of energy at different parts of the system. The inset in f shows a side
view of the layer with the dimensions considered in the model.
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